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Introduction 
 Today we are going to talk about the importance of growth.  As you all know, Amy and I have a little girl, 

Megan, who is 18 months old.  During Megan’s first year, Amy took a picture each month and put it in a special 

frame with 11 spots around the outside for each of Meg’s first 11 months, and a large spot in the middle for her 1 

year picture. [pics] I’m always amazed at the change you can see in Megan every 3 or 4 months.  Sometimes, the 

pictures from one month to the next don’t show “that much” change, but when you look at every couple months, 

or from her first few days to her 1 year photo, it’s astounding! 

 As Christians, we are expected to grow in our faith.  We are expected to mature.  Think about the 

amazing change in a child over the course of their first year of life “on the outside,” not even thinking about the 

dramatic change and growth between the time of conception and birth!  The change in a child between the first 

week and the first year is astounding!  But that’s not where the change stops. That’s not where the growth stops. 

[pic] Even at a year and a half, Megan has grown significantly compared to one year, but consider a 5 year old 

compared to a 1 year old. Consider a 10 year old compared to a 5 year old. Consider a 20 year old compared to a 

10 year old. Consider a 30 year old compared to a 20 year old.  Consider a 50 year old compared to a 30 year old.  

Consider a 70 year old compared to a 50 year old. 

 In the same way that a person matures physically, Christians are expected to mature and grow 

spiritually.  If a child of 5 still only crawls like a baby, you know there’s something wrong.  If a child of 10 has 

the speech of a 5 year old, you know there’s something wrong. If a 20 year old still thinks like a 10 year old, you 

know there’s something not right.  In the same way, when a person has been a Christian 5 years and they are still 

an infant spiritually, there’s a problem.  Ten years into your Christian commitment, if you still speak like a 5 year 

old Christian, there’s something wrong.  If a person who’s been a Christian for 20 years still thinks like a 10 year 

old Christian, something’s not right. 

 Here at Priory, we want to be a community in which people grow.  If you’ve been here for 3 years, we 

want you to be able to identify clear points of growth in your spiritual walk.  If you’ve been here 5 years, we want 

you to see even more growth. If you’ve been here 10 or 20 years, we hope that you are a spiritual adult, 

demonstrating great spiritual maturity.  That is our goal.  We’re not there yet, but that is what we hope for. 

Context 
 Our two texts today talk about the need for Christians to grow.  These are just two of the many passages 

in the NT that speak of growth, progress or striving to continue as Christians.  A theme throughout the whole NT 

is the need to continue on, to persevere as a believer, ever growing and increasing in faith and holiness. 

The fact that these things had to be written so early in the history of Christianity shows that it is not 

automatic that we grow in our faith!  In the case of 2 Peter, he urges his readers to grow. He has just finished 

talking about some difficult topics, including the Day of Judgement and that God delays judgement out of 

patience so that more people will be saved. Peter even says that these things are difficult to understand, but we are 

to continue to grow in grace and knowledge of Jesus Christ. 

In the case of Hebrews, the author actually begins by scolding his readers because they haven’t grown as 

they should.  He has just finished talking about Jesus being our High Priest and that Jesus learned obedience 

through suffering. Through that obedience he has become a high priest of the order of Melchizadek, a mysterious 

figure in the book of Genesis who offers sacrifices to God for Abraham.  Again, this is a difficult topic to 

understand, but the author of Hebrews is frustrated that his audience has been slow to mature in the faith and 

therefore they have to constantly relearn the basics instead of being able to move on to deeper ideas. 

With this background in mind, let’s take a look at our texts. 

Text 
 Read 2 Peter 3:17-18 and Hebrews 5:11-6:3 
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Observations 
 Let me point out some highlights from our two passages. We’ll start with 2 Peter and then move to 

Hebrews.  Peter begins by referring to his readers as “dear brothers.” I want to highlight that in Greek this is 

actually a form of our favourite word, “agape.” Literally, Peter begins saying, “Therefore, beloved, since you 

already know this….” [Douglas Moo, 2 Peter and Jude, p. 206]  It is in the context of loving his readers and 

making their spiritual wellbeing a priority that Peter urges them to grow in grace and knowledge of Jesus. 

 Second, he says, “You already know this….”  Believers are forewarned and therefore forearmed! Peter is 

warning them not to be carried away by false teachers.  Remember, Peter himself fell away from Jesus and 

denied him 3 times on the night of his arrest.  So he knows personally the danger of falling away and how quickly 

it can happen. So his warning is not an empty one. [Michael Green, 2 Peter and Jude, p. 162] There is a real 

danger of falling away from Christ and losing our secure position. 

 Instead, he says we should grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.  Knowledge, here, 

means both knowledge about Jesus and a relationship with Jesus. [Moo, p. 217]  We need to know Jesus 

better and we also need to learn more about him.  The two go hand in hand. It is the link between learning the 

truth about Jesus and living with Jesus as our Lord. 

 A few words about our Hebrews passage: The author calls his readers “slow to learn.”  Today we would 

identify a slow learner as having a learning disability, but that’s not what the author is saying here. Rather, his 

terminology is one of laziness and negligence.  It’s not that they are unable to learn, but that they don’t try to 

learn.  They still need someone to teach them the basics, literally the “A, B, C’s” of God’s word, all over again.  

At this point they should be experts in God’s word, like teachers, but instead, they’re still in the remedial class! 

 It’s important to point out here the burden of responsibility lies on the Christian to grow.  The writer 

of Hebrews is not scolding the pastors and elders for not teaching, he is scolding the church for not learning.  The 

believers can’t just say, “God teach me,” and then throw up their hands and wait for divine inspiration.  They are 

expected to work at learning and growing.  There is an element of stubborn laziness or reluctance to put in the 

work necessary to learn. There are those who refuse to grow up in knowledge and those who refuse to grow up in 

behaviour. [William Barclay, Hebrews, p. 60-61] 

 What is it that the author of Hebrews calls the “foundation” that they have had to lay again?  This is 

startling.  The foundation is repentance and faith, as expressed in or made up of instruction about 

baptism, the laying on of hands, the resurrection and eternal judgement.  These are the basics!  These are 

topics that many of us today don’t know a whole lot about. How much do Christians today speak about 

repentance? Do we know about repentance deeply, or just superficially?  How much do we talk about the 

meaning of baptism, or laying on of hands? Do you know much about them? That’s not even mentioning the 

resurrection and eternal judgement! Interestingly, we mentioned in the context section that in 2 Peter he has just 

been talking about eternal judgement too.   

 These are not topics most Christians today are deeply knowledgeable about!  These are not the topics of 

best-selling Christian books today.  I don’t hear many people talking about great small groups they’re in that 

discuss the laying on of hands and eternal judgement.  I think this passage in Hebrews applies to us today just as 

much as it did to the original readers. 

Interpretation 
 What are we to make of all this talk about growth?  How are we to interpret these two passages and make 

them relevant today? 

 First, notice that the question of eternal judgement is connected with both passages. I’m not saying that 

our growth determines our eternal judgement.  But it is interesting that the idea of the need to grow comes up in 

this context.  Confronting eternity sharpens our spiritual appetites. [Moo, p. 218] It is easy to be lulled into a 

sense of security and fall into a careless attitude towards the struggle with sin, the danger of false teaching and the 

need to keep striving for holiness. [Moo, p. 213] 

 Jesus warns his disciples in Mark 13 to “watch out” for false teachers or else they may lead you astray. 

Paul, in Galatians 5:4 speaks of those who have fallen away from grace.  So there is a real danger and a real need 

to be on our guard.  We need to grow in knowledge and to exercise in practice of grace.  “Faith without 

knowledge degenerates into [empty] pietism [or exaggerated saintliness].  Purely emotional religion leads… to 
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immorality.” [Green, p. 163]  On the other hand, knowledge of Jesus personally and knowledge about him 

theologically protect us from false teaching and are tools for our growth in grace. [Green, p. 164] 

 “No true Christian thinks… he has ‘arrived.’” [Green, p. 163] Peter and Paul both urge us to press on as 

they do.  The Christian life is like riding a bicycle- if you stop moving you fall off! [Green, p. 163] 

 Because we have been taught the elementary truths of the gospel once, because we “already know these 

things” as Peter says, we are forewarned.  This is significant because it means we cannot plead ignorance when 

we face Jesus on the day of judgement.  We both know the right path and its rewards and the wrong path and its 

disasters. We cannot expect an easy path as Christians, because Christianity means taking up our cross!  And we 

know there will always be those who wish to pervert or twist the faith for their own purposes. [Barclay, J&P, p. 

350] So we need to be on our guard and always strengthening our understanding and exercising the grace growing 

within us. 

 It is through gaining a deeper understanding of the faith that we understand the importance of 

perseverance and also the means by which we persevere during times of difficulty, times of spiritual dryness, 

when we encounter false teaching, and times of temptation.  It is through constant training or practice that our 

senses are attuned to detect good and evil and our consciences are strengthened and prepared to follow the good 

and shun the evil. So the great danger to the Christian is the “lethargy of the lazy mind and the defensive 

prejudice of the shut mind.” [Barclay, Hebrews, p. 58] 

 What, then, is the solution to the problem? How do we overcome the dangers? One of the major themes 

throughout 2 Peter is “the intimate connection between doctrine and practice, between what we believe and think 

and what we do.” [Moo, p. 218]  The key to connecting teaching and practice is “internalizing the truth we hear 

so that we treat it as a reality and not just theory.” [Moo, p. 219]  “The Christian faith in all its fullness is by no 

means an easy thing to grasp, nor can it be learned in a day.” [Barclay, Heb, p. 58]  In the early church there was 

a widely used book called the Didache: The Teachings of the Twelve Apostles, written around 100 AD, so very 

early.  This book contained several chapters on the Christian faith and life and was used extensively to instruct 

baptismal candidates before they were baptized.  The chapter on baptism says, “When you have instructed the 

candidate in these things….” [Barclay, Heb, p. 64] So we can see that even in the first generation of Christians, 

about 70 years after the resurrection and only a few years after the death of John, the last surviving Apostle, the 

church was already taking seriously the need to instruct new Christians and the need for new Christians to learn 

deep truths about the faith.  They didn’t leave this until the new Christians had been around a couple years, or 

leave it for an “advanced” small group.  It was part of the preparation for baptism! 

Now Apply It 
 So how do we apply all this?  How do we make use of it for ourselves?  If growing in the grace and 

knowledge of Jesus is so critical, how do we do it? How do we recognize it? What does it look like? How do we 

know if we’re maturing? 

 Christian maturity means two things.  Frist, it has to do with the mind.  “As people get older they 

should more and more have thought things out for themselves.  They should, for instance, be able to say better 

who they believe Jesus to be. They should have a deeper grasp not only of the facts but also of the significances of 

the Christian faith.” [Barclay, Heb, p. 62]  This is what it means to grow in the knowledge of Jesus Christ. 

 Second, it has to do with life.  “As people grow older, their lives should more and more reflect Christ.” 

[Barclay, p. 62]  This is what it means to grow in grace.  As we mature, we should be more kind, more patient, 

etc.  We should be better able to resist temptation, endure hardship and love our neighbours more generously. 

 “Growth in grace is the beauty of a Christian.” [Thomas Watson, Body of Divinity, p. 274] We are to grow 

in the exercise or practice of grace.  We are to grow in the degree of grace in our lives.  Paul prays for the 

Philippians that their love would abound more and more. So the degree of God’s grace in our lives should abound 

more and more. [Watson, p. 273] 

 But what are some signs that we are growing in grace? If we’ve heard the warnings about laziness and the 

danger of false teaching, what are we to do to defend ourselves?  What are some markers that we’ve begun on the 

right track, or that we’ve started to grow again, maybe even after years of stagnation? 

 One sign of growing in grace is to grow less in one’s own eyes. [Watson, p. 273] It is a sure sign of 

grace growing in us when we become more and more aware of our own sin and are more and more horrified by it!  
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This is one of God’s ultimate goals for us- that we see the depth of our own sinfulness, which, in turn, 

demonstrates the greatness of Jesus’ forgiveness, the depth of love God has for us and the astounding gift it is to 

be forgiven and then adopted into his family.  A deeper appreciation of our sin leads to a deeper appreciation of 

the salvation we’ve been given, which leads to deeper praise and thankfulness to God. 

 Our growth should be well rounded.  Different aspects of grace, or different facets of grace, should 

grow proportionately in our lives.  We need to grow in all the fruit of the Spirit, we cannot be satisfied to just 

grow in 1 or 2, even if we grow in different ones at different times.  We need to grow in patience as well as 

kindness and gentleness.  Similarly, we must grow in knowledge and humility both. To grow in knowledge, but 

not humility leads to being puffed up.  If we grow in knowledge, but not brotherly love or good works, it is not 

correct growth either.  So our growth needs to be in all the different aspects of Christ-likeness.  We can’t be 

satisfied to grow in the areas that come most easily to us! 

 Some signs of growth include deeper insight into Christianity, our Christian light shining more 

clearly and the spark of love for God and others in our hearts growing into a flame. [Watson, p. 277]  When 

we gain deeper insights into Christianity, like a greater sight of our sin, it leads to a deeper appreciation for Jesus, 

for the love of God and the work of the Spirit.  We are told to have faith like a child, but not a childish faith.  We 

need to delve into Christianity if we are to understand it correctly. This is important for resisting false teachers and 

also for sharing Christ with those who don’t know him. Many people have questions about faith and because few 

Christians have even considered the questions, let alone can offer answers, these people give up searching!  All 

Christians, not just pastors or evangelists, need to learn the deep truths of the faith to be able to spread the light of 

Christ in an increasingly darkening world. 

 As we grow in grace, the light of Christ in us will shine more clearly. Our lives will be increasingly distinct 

from those who do not have Christ.  And our love for God and for others will grow from a spark into a flame.  

Do you love others more today than when you first came to Christ?  Is your passion for knowing God greater or 

lesser today than when you first became a Christian? 

 For the mature Christian, “when corruptions are strong, he has grace able to give check to them; burdens 

are heavy, and he has the patience able to bear them; temptations fierce, and he has faith able to resist them.” 

[Watson, p. 274] 

 When we grow in the grace and knowledge of Jesus, our prayer becomes more fervent.  Our 

Christian responsibilities and duties feel lighter. Obedience becomes easier!  My dad was telling me about a 

conversation he had with a pastor who had experienced revival. He said, “When revival came, obedience became 

easy.”  When we grow in grace, obedience becomes easier. 

 Here at Priory we want to be a community in which people grow. That is, we want people to grow in the 

grace and knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ.  We want people to mature in their faith while they are part of our 

church family.  We want to be a church in which people can practice demonstrating grace to one another.  We 

want to be a place where people are humble.  God gives grace to the humble. (1 Pe 5:5)  When we walk with one 

another in fellowship, it gives us a chance to practice grace together. It gives us opportunities to grow our love by 

using it.  We want to give people opportunities to learn more about Jesus, to lay a solid foundation but then to be 

able to build on top of it, not having to lay it over and over again. 

 Pray for grace.  Pray for God’s grace to grow in your lives and in our church.  Pray that this would 

become a community of grace as we grow in our knowledge of Jesus.  Remember, sometimes growth in grace 

comes through difficulty.  A gardener prunes branches to make them more fruitful. God uses difficult times to 

prune his people to be more fruitful too.  

 As you pray for growth, be thankful for the growth you already have.  To even want to grow is a sign of 

the Spirit working grace in you.  Be thankful for the ways you have grown already, even as you seek to grow 

more.  Like a 1 year old, you have probably grown dramatically since you first became a Christian.  But realize 

that God does not want you to remain a spiritual toddler.  He wants you to grow into a mature man or woman of 

God, Christ-like and holy.  It is not enough to have been born again if you don’t grow beyond infancy.  If you’re 

not growing as a Christian, you’re dying as a Christian. 

To Do:  This week, pray that God will show you where you need to grow.  Pray that he will give you a humble 

heart to be willing to grow and to make use of the tools of growth God provides. 


